
Anne de Gheest 29/May/21 COVID Clinical update
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bI7V4lkKs4 

The dots in green are the virus, surrounding a cell. It is really really tiny. That is why it spreads in 
the air.

For unvaccinated people, the current/recent surge in cases is as bad as it was in January.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bI7V4lkKs4


Note: Oregon – Indian variant has not properly hit there. It is still UK variant doing the damage.



• In the initial phase of the Pandemic, everyone focused on infections rates and the initial 
infection/disease/hospitalisation etc caused by COVID. 

• Then we learned that the COVID virus kicked in this inflammatory response – see in green above
– and this has long-term consequences (Long-COVID). 

• Then we learned that in certain cases, most of the key organs (brain, heart, kidney etc) can be 
damaged by this inflammatory response and blood clots, and then if you had a stroke, so heart 
attacks.

• Then we have this emerging area Long-COVID, where after you have the infection, you start 
developing persistent symptoms 3-4 months later. So this is an update as to what that is.



10%-30% of people who have had COVID, regardless of age and regardless of severity of the 
disease will develop Long-COVID.    IT is becoming clearer that this is a neurological injury from 
head to toe.  This can be difficult to diagnose. 

73% of post COVID survivors have at least 1 persistent symptom.
So Long-COVID is THE serious of this disease.





This seems therefore a real possibility as a booster for Aussies who have the AstraZeneca vaccine 
now.  https://www.puzzlefinancialadvice.com/novavax-covid-vaccine 

https://www.puzzlefinancialadvice.com/novavax-covid-vaccine


Europe is trialling this because of the high use of AstraZeneca in Europe.



The constant theme to remember from charts like the above is that it only takes about 3 months for 
a new variant to become overwhelmingly the dominant one.



The green one is the Indian variant. B.617

The worry is that this new more dangerous variant will rapidly become globally dominant including
in the USA.



Also notice how in the UK, with the Indian variant, a  much greater percentage of new infections 
are among the young (less vaccinated) who until now have felt that fairly safe re COVID.   



That 2nd dot point – if one person in household is vaccinated and younger person is not vaccinated, 
you have at least a much lower viral load, so you are less likely to pass COVID on to someone else 
eg in your household.  (???)




